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Abstract 

In this study, the effects of on-track dwell time on a hard disk drive (HDD) 

multidentate perfluoropolyether media lubricant were investigated. It was found that 

increasing dwell times increase the magnitude of lubricant depletion to a point, after 

which the depletion does not increase with increasing dwell time. Light interference with 

the media and high skew angles were shown to increase depletion. Once the dwell is 

complete, it was found that the lubricant reflows into the depletion region. This reflow 

was shown to be accelerated by increasing humidity and temperature. The rates for both 

depletion and reflow were measured and used to develop a simple model. This model was 

used to predict the final depletion depth for a sample that experienced a sequence of on-

/off- track dwell steps. Experimental verification of this model found that it is reasonably 

accurate, especially for short dwell times and long off-track reflow periods.
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1. Introduction 

A recent white paper suggests that the demand for storage by the year 2020 will be 

40,000 exabytes or 40 trillion gigabytes.
1
 Much of this new data will be stored on hard 

disk drives and, in order to fit as much data as possible into each device or data center, 

future hard drives must continually increase the areal density of data stored on the 

media.
2
  

A. Hard Drive Overview 

A hard disk drive (Figure 1) consists of two principle components: rotating magnetic 

media and the slider that flies over it.
2
 The head slider consists of an Al-Ti-C air bearing 

coated with a thin layer of diamond like carbon (DLC). The media consists of a glass or 

Al substrate coated with a Fe-Co magnetic layer, and a DLC overcoat and thin layer (0.8 

– 1.4 nm
3
) of lubricant to protect the delicate magnetics.

2
  

 

Figure 1: Schematic of head-disk interface; Magnetic layer, diamond like carbon coating, and lubricant 

shown on media; Diamond-like carbon and ceramic Al-Ti-C shown on slider. 

 

To achieve  higher data densities, the spacing between the read/write transducers and 

the magnetic media must be continually reduced.
2,4

 This small separation places a 

significant tribological stress on the interface, which is already very harsh with spacing 

on the order of 1 – 2 nm, contact speeds of 10 – 40 m/s and shear rates of 10
10

 s
-1

.
3
 The 
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integrity of the media lubricant is of particular concern as the head disk spacing is 

reduced. 

B. Media Lubricant 

 The typical hard drive lubricant is a low molecular weight (~2000 g/mol) 

perfluoropolyether with hydroxyl or amine end-groups to facilitate adhesion to the 

media.
3,5

 . The lubricant is deposited on the media using either a dip coating process from 

a fluorinated solvent or using a vapor-phase deposition process and the resulting film is 

usually a monolayer or less in thickness (1 -2 nm).
3
 Some examples of commercial 

lubricants include ZDol and Z-Tetraol, which respectively have one or two hydroxyl 

groups at each chain end. Most modern hard disk drives use a multidentate lubricant, 

such as ZTMD (Z-Tetraol Multidentate). ZTMD consists of coupled Z-Tetraol chains that 

result in multiple hydroxyl groups spaced along the length of the polymer chain which 

hold it close to the media, allowing for smaller head-disk spacings.
6
 Typical structures 

are shown in Figure 2.
7
 

 

Figure 2: Lubricant molecular structures including: (a) Zdol (2 -OH), (b) Z-Tetraol (4 - OH), and Z-Tetraol 

Multidentate (ZTMD, 8 -OH) 

 

C. Lubricant Depletion 

 One major lubricant-related issue is depletion (Figure 3). This can cause numerous 

issues in the drive including modulation
8
 and transducer wear against the unlubricated 

disk
9
. Lubricant structure has been found to play a large role in the depletion. Specifically 

lubricants with multiple hydroxyl end-groups show significantly higher viscosity and are 

more difficult to deplete as a result.
10,11

 The head/slider design also plays a role in 
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lubricant depletion, with larger center pad regions leading to larger amounts of lubricant 

depletion.
12

 

 In addition to structural effects, previous work has found that temperature and 

humidity play a role in lubricant flow. One study found that lubricant flow and the 

measured diffusivity increases slightly with increasing temperature.
13

 A more significant 

factor in lubricant depletion is absolute humidity (in g / m
3
), which was found in a 

separate study to have a strong positive correlation with depletion magnitude.
11

 This 

effect was attributed to increased water molecule adsorption on the disk which creates 

competition for lubricant bonding sites.
14

 

 
Figure 3: Schematic of lubricant distribution on a normal disk (a) and a disk with a depletion track (b). The 

measured depletion is a reduction in surface density or average thickness, not a reduction in thickness at 

every location. 

D. Modeling Lubricant Flow 

 Lubricant spreading (ie reflow) is driven by an attractive potential between the liquid 

and the surface which is typically referred to as the disjoining pressure gradient (Equation 

1).
15

 The disjoining pressure typically consists of dispersive, electrostatic, and structural 

portions, but for very thin films we need only consider the dispersive interaction given in 

Equation 1.
16

 

 

Equation 1: Disjoining Pressure (Π), given by the Hamaker constant (A), film thickness (h), and distance 

of closest approach (d0) 
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This pressure can be combined with the Navier-Stokes equation (lubrication 

approximation, no slip, and no stress at free surface) to give an expression for the 

differential thickness change (Equation 2). 
15

  

 

Equation 2: Disjoining pressure (Π) driven flow given by the effective viscosity (η), the film thickness (h), 

and distance from depletion band (x) 

Based on this equation one can define an effective diffusion coefficient (Equation 3)
15

, 

which can be evaluated using an expression for the disjoining pressure in terms of the 

Hamaker constant
17

  and an effective viscosity measured with lubricant blow-off 

experiments
18

.  

 

Equation 3: Effective diffusion coefficient (D) given by the effective viscosity (η), the Hamaker constant 

(A), the film thickness (h), and distance of closest approach (d0) 

Lubricant depletion due to the flying slider is a more complicated issue and multiple 

attempts have been made to model it accurately in the literature.
16,19–21

 Depletion is 

difficult to model with molecular dynamics or direct simulation Monte Carlo due to the 

long length scales and the long time-scale of depletion events. In a recent study, the 

effects of shear stress, hydrodynamic pressure, and electrostatic pressure were considered 

and it was shown that the air shear stress is the dominant factor in lubricant 

displacement.
20

 This air shear-driven flow is expressed by Dai et al as shown in Equation 

4 .
20

  

 

Equation 4: Air shear driven flow given by the effective viscosity (η), the air viscosity (ηa), the current and 

initial film thickness (h, h0), the slider velocity (v), and the slider mean and modulating clearance (s0, s) 

Balancing the air shear and disjoining pressure driven flow gives the final expression 

(Equation 5) for the rate of lubricant depletion under a flying slider.
20
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Equation 5: Differential height change based on shear/diffusion driven flow models 

 

2. Experimental 

A. Materials 

 All experiments were performed on 10K RPM hard disk drives. The media (disks) in 

this experiment were all standard 65 mm hard drive disks, with a glass substrate, cobalt 

magnetic layer, 2 - 4 nm amorphous carbon coating, and 1 - 2 nm lubricant layer. 

Lubricant structure is a proprietary multidentate lubricant. The heads in this experiment 

were standard 3 pad air bearing designs with an amorphous carbon coating. 

B. Depletion Dwell Test Protocol 

 Lubricant depletion bands were generated by using the HDD servo system to seek to a 

specific track and dwell on that track (or combination of tracks) for an extended period of 

time (Figure 4). During that dwell step, the transducer region of the head was protruded 

using thermal actuators to contact the surface of the disk.
22,23

 The amount of power 

required to reach this point was determined using standard contact detection techniques.
24

 

In most experiments the internal temperature was held constant at 35 C using an Espec 

environmental chamber, although in one experiment both temperature and humidity were 

varied using the chamber. 

C. Depletion Measurements and Instrumentation 

 After testing, the disks were removed from the drives and lubricant depletion was 

measured (Figure 5) using a Candela 5100 Optical Surface Analyzer (OSA). This 

instrument uses a laser to measure phase shift as the polarized light is reflected off the 

surface of the disk.
8
 The amount of phase shift is correlated with lubricant thickness, so 

with calibration this instrument can be used to give quantitative measurements of 

lubricant depletion. 
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Figure 4: Schematic of dwell sequence. In (a) the head sits on one track for the duration of the test at either 

the outer, middle, or inner diameter (OD, MD, ID) of the disk. In (b) the head alternates between two tracks 

for the duration of the test. 

 

 

Figure 5: Depletion measurement technique. (a) shows sample Candela scan which is averaged around the 

circumference of the disk to give the plot shown in (b). (b) can then be used to calculate the depletion by 

subtracting the averaged baseline from the maximum of the depletion peak. 

 

 The OSA instrument was calibrated using a set of half-lubed calibration disks (Figure 

6). These disks represent a ladder of thicknesses (measured using Fourier Transform 

Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
25

) and the resulting signal can be used to create a 

calibration curve (Figure 7). This calibration curve can then be used on scans of disks 

with depletion bands to convert the change in reflectivity to a change in thickness 

(angstroms). 

(b) (a) 
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 In order to measure reflow, the tested disks were allowed to sit at ambient temperature 

and humidity and the Candela measurements were repeated periodically to generate a 

curve of decreasing depletion vs time (Figure 8). 

 
 
Figure 6: Optical surface analyzer calibration procedure. Images (a) and (b) depict polar and rectangular 

views of the disk from Candela. The plot (c) shows the track average through the box in (b) and can be 

used to calculate the change in reflectivity due to the lubricant by subtracting the average reflectivity in the 

lubed area from the un-lubed area. 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Calibration curve based on delta reflectivity numbers calculated from OSA measurements on 

calibration disks 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 8: Schematic of reflow of depletion profile as a function of time 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 This study can be divided into three main sections. In the first section, the qualitative 

factors that influence lubricant depletion & reflow were investigated. These factors 

include time, temperature, clearance, and skew angle. In the second section, the results of 

the depletion/reflow vs time experiments were used to generate a model to predict 

depletion based on seek workload (time on/off track). In the third section the model was 

validated by dwelling with various workloads and comparing measured depletion with 

model predictions. 

A. Lubricant Depletion and Reflow as a Function of Time 

 In the first experiment, the total on-track dwell time was varied from 1 - 30 h. After 

dwelling, the depletion was measured immediately and the measurement was repeated 

periodically for several days thereafter to measure the reflow of the depletion track. 

These data points were plotted to show the trend of depletion and reflow as a function of 

time (Figure 9). 

 As expected depletion increases as dwell time increases and tapers off after some 

critical point. This is reasonable because the diffusion coefficient is dependent on the 

thickness and, as a result, reflow will eventually equilibrate with the depletion.
19

 Based 

on this result, a 3 h dwell was selected for future experiments because it occurs at a point 

of high sensitivity (both higher and lower depletion can easily occur). 
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Figure 9: Depletion (a) and normalized reflow (b) as a function of time. Colored points correspond to 

different nominal dwell times. 

 

 The reflow profiles (Figure 10) show that depletion bands disappear over time, and 

that the rate of reflow is proportional to the initial depletion depth. This result is as-

expected based on the thickness-dependent diffusion constant described in previous 

literature.
15

 When the reflow profiles were normalized to the initial measurement, the 

curves overlap well (Figure 9). This suggests that the reflow profile has a strong 

dependence on the initial depletion level. 

 
Figure 10: Reflow as a function of wait time and initial depletion (determined by dwell time shown in 

upper corner) 

 

 In addition to measuring the magnitude of the depletion, the width of the depletion was 

measured by fitting a Gaussian curve to the distribution (Figure 11) and calculating the 
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full width at half maximum (FWHM). This measurement was repeated at each reflow 

point for the depletion and reflow data vs time. This data set shows (Figure 12) that, in 

addition to decreasing in depth, the depletion bands also broaden as reflow occurs. The 

results also show that initial depletion width (100 - 200 um) is close to the total width of 

the pressurized region of the HDD transducer (~100 um)
12

, a good confirmation that the 

head pressure is causing the lubricant to deplete. 

 
Figure 11: Measurement of depletion width using Gaussian fit 

  

Figure 12: Plots of depletion width as a function of on-track dwell time (a) and post-test reflow time (b) 

 

B. Skew Angle and Clearance Effects 

 The next goal was to determine how to optimize the dwell to maximize depletion 

signal and consistency. To this end, skew angle or (equivalently) dwell radius and active 

clearance (transducer protrusion) were varied to find the maximum depletion. The results 

(Figure 13) show that running the head at either the OD (outer diameter) or ID (inner 

diameter) of the disk result in the highest levels of depletion. Pressure under the slider is 
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highest at the OD of the disk
26

, which may explain why the depletion is larger at that 

angle. 

 

Figure 13: Depletion by dwell location (a) and active clearance (b). Most depletion at OD/ID and at 0A 

clearance (head is in light contact with disk) 

 

 The results also show that dwelling with the head in light contact with the disk (0 A 

clearance) caused more depletion than dwelling at a clearance slightly above the disk (+5 

A) or pushing the head into the disk (-5 A). This may be due to increased modulation of 

the head when it is in light interference as compared with no interference or heavy 

interference. This “light contact” or “lube surfing” state has been shown in other 

experiments to cause lubricant depletion.
27

 

 As a result of this data, all later experiments were run at ID and 0 A clearance, due to 

ease of measurement and large response. 

C. Temperature and Humidity Effects 

 Previous work
11,13

 has shown that both temperature and humidity have an effect on 

lubricant diffusivity and reflow rates. An experiment was run to verify these results in the 

lubricant structure used in this study. As expected, it was found (Figure 14) that allowing 

the media to sit at high temperature/humidity conditions after depletion drastically 

increased the reflow rate. In contrast, increasing temperature and humidity did not seem 

to have a significant effect on depletion magnitude. This asymmetry is likely a result of 

(a) (b) 
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the fact that increasing diffusivity will increase both depletion and reflow so the net effect 

is not obvious. 

  

Figure 14: Depletion (a) and reflow (b) measured at ambient (25 C, 30% RH) and hot/wet (HW, 60 C, 

80%RH) conditions 

D. Depletion Modeling 

 Using the results of the depletion and reflow as a function time experiment, a simple 

model was developed from regressions to the data. The model alternates between 

increasing depletion using the depletion regression, and then decreasing depletion using 

the reflow model to simulate the final depletion level expected from an alternating 

workload. This analysis is shown schematically in Figure 15. 

 The reflow steps were modeled with a linear fit to the initial normalized data (Figure 

16). The normalized data set was used due to the dependence of the reflow rate on film 

thickness, even in the case of a thickness independent diffusion constant as shown in 

Equation 6.
28

 The linear fit is justified due to the relatively short modeled reflow 

timescales (seconds) as compared with the long reflow measurement timescales (hours) 

and the small amount of displaced lubricant (<10% of total thickness).  
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Equation 6: Diffusion into a depletion of finite width. Here h, h* are current and initial depletion depths, δ 

is the initial depletion width, D is the diffusion constant, x is the radial coordinate, and t is the elapsed time 

 

 As was previously discussed, the depletion process is more complicated than the 

reflow process due to the shear and pickup effects from the flying slider, and is difficult 

to model as a result. To craft our simple model, an expedient equation was chosen to fit 

the data (Figure 16). This expression passes through (0,0), increases rapidly and saturates 

at some finite depletion level, as observed in the experimental depletion data. It was 

assumed that the depletion will follow the same curve on each dwell cycle (Figure 15), 

without hysteresis. This assumption is reasonable because the balance between the shear 

induced flow out of the depletion band and the diffusion induced flow into the depletion 

band will be constant for a given depletion depth and will therefore give the same 

depletion rate. 

 

Figure 15: Model of depletion as a series of depletion and reflow events. (a) Start by increasing depletion 

for dwell time (blue). (b) Next reduce depletion by reflow rate for off-track time (green). (c) Then continue 
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on same depletion trajectory, offset in time (green). (d) Iterate this procedure to find where depletion 

saturates 

 

Figure 16: Depletion (a) and reflow (b) regressions used for model. Here h is lube thickness and t is time in 

seconds. Reflow data shown is from measurements on spinning drives. 

 

 The results of the depletion-reflow model are shown in Figure 17. As can be seen from 

this plot, the model predicts that depletion depth will be reduced significantly as a larger 

fraction of test time is spent off of the depletion track. Additionally, the model shows that 

even spending 50% of time off of the depletion band allows enough reflow to 

significantly reduce the depletion depth. 

 

 
 
Figure 17: Modeled results for short (a) and long (b) on-track dwell times 

E. Model Validation 

 In order to validate the model developed in the previous section, experiments were run 

in which the on- / off- track workload was varied as shown in Table 1 and the resulting 

depletion was compared with the predictions from the model. In all cases the entire 
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workload was repeated many times to give a total on-track time of ~20 h, which should 

be enough to saturate the depletion based on the depletion vs time experiments. The 

results of this experiment (Figure 18) show that, as expected, increasing the percentage of 

time on track increases depletion. In addition, it was found that even a small percentage 

of off-track time decreases depletion from the 100% on-track test. In addition, the limited 

results for short dwell times (long off-track times) match well with the results predicted 

by the depletion/reflow model (Figure 18). 

 
Table 1: Experimental conditions for various workloads 

On-Track 

(s) 

Off-Track 

(s) 

Total 

Time On-

Track  (h) 

Percent 

On-Track 

15 1 20 94% 

5 1 20 83% 

150 30 20 83% 

1 5 20 17% 

30 150 20 17% 

1 15 20 6.25% 

 

 

 
Figure 18: Depletion as a function of percent of time spent on track for various workloads (a) and 

comparison between experimental and modeled depletion for short on-track dwell times (b) 

 

4. Conclusion 

 This study examined the factors that impact lubricant depletion in HDD media and 

attempted to create a model to predict depletion based on seek patterns and workloads. 

As expected, it was found that depletion increases with dwell time, but saturates due to an 

increasing reflow rate. Other factors, such as active clearance, skew angle, and absolute 

(a) 
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humidity were found to have a significant effect on lubricant depletion. The simple model 

developed based on the reflow and depletion experiments proved effective in calculating 

the final depletion for a variety of on-/off- track dwell patterns and was validated by 

testing at those conditions. 

 The next steps for this line of inquiry would be to add humidity and temperature 

effects to the depletion model. In addition, an investigation into the effects of modulation 

and skew angle on lubricant depletion may be beneficial to improve the understanding of 

this phenomenon. 
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